Introduction
In active, articulated mechanisms, the parameters that one typically can directly control are actuator currents and voltages, and thus the joint forces and torques. Unfortunately, the parameters of interest are frequently the linear and rotational accelerations (hence, velocities and 
positions).
One proposal is to use rigid-body rotational dynamics to calculate the joint forces and torques that would produce the desired motion (that is, to solve the inverse plant problem). If these could be calculated and applied to the actuators in real time, perhaps theresulting accelerations would be sufhciently accurate that relatively simple feedback would suffice. This calculation is of interest to robot simulation. The most efhcient simulation algorithms (Orin and McGhee 1981; Walker and Orin 1981; Featherstone 1984) use it to compute a composite-rigid-body inertia matrix, which is then solved to yield the joint accelerations.
This paper presents two inverse dynamics formulations suited to highly parallel implementations. Table  1 shows the improvement over serial implementations. The first formulation is linear in the number of joints and reduces the real-time coefficients by almost two orders of magnitude to
The second formulation exploits a novel parallel algorithm, described below, to attain 0(log (n)), achieving Either formulation is susceptible to a systolic pipelined architecture, with a basic time cycle of 1 mult + 3 addns. This yields the ability to rapidly evaluate many alternatives. The principal thrust of this paper lies inthese formulations, but one implementation architecture (of many possible) is explored.
Inverse Dynamics
The inverse dynamics problem is as follows: Given the joint accelerations desired, find the joint forces and torques necessary. The problem is posed by giving the joint positions and velocities ({q;(to), 4;(to))) that describe the state of the manipulator at a given point in time (to), together with the joint accelerations that are desired at that point ((4;(to) )). The answer expected is the set of n motor torques ((z;(to) Computing the motor torques is quite complicated, however, because of the high degree of nonlinearity inherent in rigid-body rotational mechanics. The torques supplied must compensate for the inertia of the manipulator, gravitational force, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and viscous friction at the joints. Viscous frictional forces often depend only on qi and 4i at joint i; hence they are susceptible to relatively simple correction and will hereafter be ignored. All of the other terms vary in a highly nonlinear fashion depending on the manipulator configuration at a given point in time; additionally, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces depend on all pairwise products (4i4j, 1 ~ i, j -n) of joint velocities. This complicated computation has until recently posed a bottleneck in on-line control of manipulators, and much effort has been expended in devising more time-e~cient methods.
Previous Work
Resonant frequencies of many mechanical manipulators are around 10 Hz, so if this approach is to be used, the computation must be repeated at about 60 Hz or faster (Luh, Walker, and Paul 1980a) . Uicker (1965) and Kahn (1969) derived an early formulation having an (!)(n4) time complexity and requiring 7.9 seconds on a PDP 11/45 for just one trajectory point . Efforts to improve this time have typically explored other computational algorithms (Paul 1972; Whitney 1972; Vereshchagin 1974; Waters 1979; Hollerbach 1980; (Paul 1972; Bejczy 1974) , or substituted table lookup for computation (Albus 1975a (Albus , 1975b Raibert 1978; Raibert and Horn 1978 Hollerbach (1980) . Orin and colleagues ( 1979) first presented a linear recursive form of the Newton-Euler equations, which was refined by Luh, Walker, and Paul ( 1980a) . We have considered both the Newton-Euler and the Lagrangian formulations, which Silver (1982) has shown to be fundamentally equivalent. This paper presents only Newton-Euler results, the linear recursive formulas for which are shown in Table 2 
Notation
The notation is based on that used by Hollerbach (1980) , Luh, Walker, and Paul ( 1980a) , and Lathrop (1983) Kane and Levinson 1983; Lathrop 1983) .
The times shown in Tables 1 and 4 reflect, Table 5 .
The basic intuition may be illustrated by considering n consecutive additions. If these are performed serially, then time 0(n) is required: A sum is initialized to zero, and a loop is entered that on the ith iteration adds the ith number to the sum. In parallel, time 0 (log (n)) may be achieved. In the first step, every odd-indexed number is added to the next-higher evenindexed number, forming n/2 partial sums. At each, ith step, every odd-indexed partial sum is added to the next-higher even-indexed partial sum, forming n/(2~) partial sums (Reverse &dquo;even&dquo; and &dquo;odd&dquo; if the indexing is zero-based rather than one-based.)
To exploit this potential in the inverse dynamics case, however, it is necessary to generalize the linear recursive equations to produce something analogous to partial sums. The linear form may be regarded as an operator 0 that maps a variable X=_ representing the base through i -1 inputs, together with the ith input I;, into X; representing the base through the ith input: Xn-l,n (if n is odd). On the second step, Xo 2, Xo>3, X4,6 > Xa,~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Xn-3,n-1 ~ Xn-3,n are additionally formed; on the third step we also pick up Xo,a, Xo,s ~ Xo,6 T Xo,~ X a.~z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Xn-7,n-1 ~ Xn-7 n' and so forth. This process is illustrated in schematic form in Fig. 5 We will here assume that the necessary products Wa+I,k+1 are generated on the forward recursion in accordance with the formulas above.
OPTIMIZED LOGARITHMIC RECURSION
As before, as a conceptual aid we assume that there is one group of parallel processors for each node shown in Fig. 5 In the following we assume a -k < b throughout, the case of a = b being found as a special case of step 3 above.
Al. NEWTON-EULER BACKWARD RECURSION VARIABLES
The derivation of the logarithmic combining form for
Wi has been developed in the text. We show that 6, satisfies the closed-form formula as it is a fixed point of the recursive formula for (o, in 
